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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Job Corps livelihood depends on training today's at-risk youth to
become employable individuals. Job Corps is the nation's largest and most
comprehensive residential training program, which provides basic education,
vocational training, counseling, and medical care (DLSPIC, 2000, p. 24). The
first Job Corps Center was opened in 1964. The Blue Ridge Job Corps Center in
Marion, Virginia, was opened in 1967 and has been helping disadvantage youth to
better themselves. This Center is unique compared to most other Job Corps
because it draws its students from places as far away as Philadelphia, New York
and even Ethiopia. Yet, these students are only a portion of the Blue Ridge Job
Corps student body. As far reaching as its recruitments goes, it also draws
students from its surrounding area in Virginia as well. Whether the students are
from New York or Marion, Virginia, or whether they live at the Center or off
campus, these students are required to complete the same competencies to
become a Job Corps graduate. Determining which students will be more
successful at completing the competencies is a major factor in determining where
to market the program.
With 119 Job Corps Centers in the United States, there is a lot of
competition for students. This makes it even harder for Blue Ridge to attract
students to rural Virginia. In an effort to increase the Center's vocational
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offerings and to be more competitive, the Center has developed linkages with
several other educational institutes in the surrounding area. These linkages
include two community colleges (Virginia Highlands Community College and
Wytheville Community College), two four-year colleges (Emory and Henry
College and Virginia Intermont), and four career centers (Smyth County Career
Center, Dickenson County Career Center, Grayson County Career and Technical
Center, and Galax Vocational School).

Blue Ridge Job Corps is the first Job

Corp Center to begin this type of unique linkages.
These additions have allowed Blue Ridge to increase its training offerings
with limited additional costs. With these new vocational offerings, the Center not
only offers more to attract traditional residential students but also to attract the
non-residential students from the surrounding regions. Local students are already
knowledgeable about these sites and interested in entering their programs. This
added interest raises a question of whether the Center should focus more attention
on recruiting students from its local region or from other areas of the country.
The Center is only allowed a specific number of students a year in the
program. In 2000, the Center was allowed 200 students. This creates logistical
questions such as, would it be easier to meet enrollment quotas by recruiting
regional residents? Would regional students be more committed to staying
enrolled in the Centers programs, thus increasing student retention? While there
are benefits to having both residential and non-residential students, which ones
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would be more successful in the program and in tum make Blue Ridge Job Corp
more successful. These are very important questions to acquire information in
order to plan the Center's future.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem of this study was to determine whether residential or nonresidential students at Blue Ridge Job Corps were more likely to complete the Job
Corps program.

RESEARCH GOALS
The following goals were designed to guide this study:
1.

Determine the number of non-residential and residential
students that were enrolled in Blue Ridge Job Corps in 1998
and 1999.

2.

Determine the number of non-residential and residential
students that completed the Job Corp program in 1998 and
1999.

3.

Determine the number of non-residential and residential
students that were placed in jobs, school or the military after
graduating from the program.
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BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

The topic of this study was derived from issues concerning student
attainment, retention, on board strength (which refers to the number of students
enrolled in the program at a given point in time), completion rates and student
placement of the Blue Ridge Job Corps program. Since the majority of students
were being recruited from surrounding states, it was difficult to get students to
relocate to rural Marion, Virginia. It was even harder to get students who have
been used to living in larger cities to readjust to the rural environment. The
Center tended to have the majority of students leave the program during the first
60 days and on board strength tended to fluctuate due to these issues. About onethird of all Job Corps students withdrew from the program during the first three
months of enrollment. This dropout rate reflected the same problems of student
adjustment to Job Corps Center life as seen at the Blue Ridge Center (USDL Job
Corps, 2000, p. 2). Even if the students did adjust and graduate from the
program, the Center was then required to help these students to find job
placements. This was a difficult task since the majority of students return to their

home state after graduation. The Job Corps places approximately 80% of the
students in jobs or enrolled them into further full-time education or the military
(USDL Job Corps, 2000, p. 2). With the addition of other educational linkages in
the local area, the potential for attracting more local students to the program
became an opportunity worth further investigation.
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LIMITATIONS
This study was based on the following limitations:
1. The placement information available for all students was dependent on
students reporting a job placement to the Center's placement officer.
2. The number of non-residential, compared to the number of residential,
students at Blue Ridge Job Corps was significantly smaller.

ASSUMPTIONS
This study was based on the following assumptions:
1. All information entered into Blue Ridge Job Corps Data5 system was
correct.
2. All students who graduated from Blue Ridge Job Corps were
employed, enrolled in college or enlisted in the military within a six
month time period.

PROCEDURES
In order to determine whether residential or non-residential students at
Blue Ridge Job Corps were more likely to complete the program and be placed in
jobs or enrolled in the military or school, the Center's Data5 system was used to
generate raw data for analysis. The information that was derived included the
total number of students enrolled in Blue Ridge Job Corps in 1998 and 1999, the
number of residential and non-residential students enrolled in 1998 and 1999, the
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number of residential and non-residential students who graduated from the
program in 1998 and 1999, and the number of residential and non-residential
students who were placed upon graduation. These variables were then correlated
with one another to determine which students had the highest program
completion and placement rates.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
The terms used in this study were defined as follows:
Data5-

Blue Ridge Job Corps computerized student records
database.

Job Corp Graduate-

includes completion of a high school diploma or GED,
and/or completion of vocational training.

On Board Strength - this term refers to the number of students enrolled in Blue
(OBS)
Ridge Job Corps on a given date.
Placement-

this refers to a student obtaining a job in their field of
study, enrolled in further education, or enrolled in the
military services.

SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW

In Chapter I, the need to improve Blue Ridge Job Corps on board strength,
graduates, competition with other Job Corps for students, retention, and the
placement rate of graduates was explained. The Job Corps historical progress and
need to determine whether residential or non-residential students should be
targeted to Improve the success of Blue Ridge Job Corps graduates was outlined.
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The procedures and definition of terms sections explained the process used to
determine the conclusion of this study.
Chapter II, Review of Literature, provides a summary of previous research
performed through Job Corps and other related programs for residential and nonresidential student success.
Chapter III, Methods and Procedures, explains how this study was
undertaken. Chapter IV, Findings, describes the results of the research and details
the rationale for the conclusions from the findings. The study is finalized by
providing a summary, conclusions, and recommendations in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter reviews Job Corps program criteria and how they affect the
success of its applicants. It also explores Job Corps residential and nonresidential programs and how they compare to closely related programs, and
research that has been performed on Job Corps past performance.

Blue Ridge Job Corps Program Requirements and History
Blue Ridge Job Corps is primarily a residential program with all females
residing on center. Most of the Job Corps nationally are primarily residential
facilities with about 90 percent of the approximately 63,000 youths enrolled in all
Job Corps each year living on center (GAO Letter Report, 10/21/97, p. 6).
However, Blue Ridge also has a non-residential program that is utilized by both
males and females in the surrounding area.
Job Corps has a very unique training program when compared to other
educational systems in the United States due to their admission requirements and
training objectives. The Job Corps admission requirements include the following:
1.

2.

3.

Age
-At least 16 but not yet 25 years old at enrollment.
-No upper age limit for those who are physically or mentally
disabled.
Selective Service Registration
-All male applicants must sign a consent form authorizing the
Selective Service System to register them automatically at
age 18.
Legal U.S. residency
-A U.S. citizen or national, including naturalized citizens, or
a lawfully admitted permanent resident alien, refugee,
parolee, or other alien permitted to accept permanent
employment in the United States or
-A resident ofa U.S. territory or
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4.

5.

6.

7.

-A Canadian-born American Indian.
Economic disadvantage
-An individual receiving or member of family receiving cash
welfare payments, government-provided medical assistance,
or food stamps or
-A foster child for whom state or local government payments
are made for a ward of the state or court or
-An individual with physical or mental disabilities that
present barriers to obtaining employment and whose own
income meets the income criteria or
-An individual or member of a family receiving total family
income not in excess of the higher of the poverty level or 70
percent of the lower living standard income level.
Requirement for additional education or training
-A school dropout or
-An individual in need of additional education, vocational
training, or related support services in order to hold
meaningful employment, participate successfully in regular
schoolwork, qualify for other suitable training programs, or
satisfy armed forces requirements.
Environment
-An individual living in an environment characterized by
disruptive home life, unsafe, overcrowded dwellings, limited
job opportunities, or disruptive community, high crime rates.
Health history
-A drug free individual also free of any health condition
(medical, mental emotional, or dental) that represents a
potentially serious hazard to youths or others, precludes
participation in Job Corps with a reasonable expectation of
successful completion followed by employment, or requires
intensive or costly treatment.
-An individual with a number of other health conditions that
Labor's policy handbook specifics for consideration.
-All applicants with disabilities, who must be referred to the
regional office for evaluation and determination of eligibility
and assessed for appropriate assignment to centers equipped
to handle each particular disability.

8.

Behavioral adjustment history
-An individual free of behavioral problems so serious that the
applicant cannot adjust to the standards of conduct,
discipline, work, and training required or would prevent
others from benefiting from the program or requires face-toface court supervision or court-imposed financial obligations.
-A youth on probation or parole or under other supervision
as a result of court action, who may be eligible only if the
agency with jurisdiction states that the youth has responded
positively to supervision, will permit the applicant to leave
the local area or state, and will not require personal, face-toface supervision during participation in the program.
-All applicants, who must sign the zero tolerance for
violence certification.
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9.

10.

11.

Child Care
-All applicants with dependent children who provide primary
or custodial care, who must have established suitable
childcare arrangements.
Parental consent
-Youths who have not reached the age of majority as defined
by state law, who must have parental or legal guardian
consent to participate.
Capability and aspirations to participate
-All applicants, who must have the capability and aspirations
to complete and secure the maximum benefits of Job Corps.

Of all of these enrollment criteria, the strongest percentage, 92%, of
student eligibility in 1995 came from students having limited job opportunities in
their area. This requirement falls under the environmental eligibility criteria
(GOA Letter Report, 1997, p. 9). These enrollment criteria statistics could be a
defining point for this study since Marion, Virginia, is a small town in Southwest
Virginia, which is economically depressed and has very limited job opportunities
for its residents.

This enrollment requirement could aid Blue Ridge Job Corps in

finding qualified students in the surrounding area.

Comparison of Similar Residential and Non-Residential Programs
When trying to compare Job Corps with other programs the closest match
that could be found was the youth corps program operated by the state
department. Yet few of these youth programs operated as residential programs.
The two youth programs that most closely resembled Job Corps was the
California Conservation Corp and Seaborne Conservation Corp.
The California Conservation Corp contained all four educational features
of the Job Corps (serving severely disadvantaged population, providing basic
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education instruction, focusing on vocational training services, and providing
those services in a residential setting). Yet even in this most similar match, the
four features were only seen in low levels in their program. For example, the
California Conservation Corp does not specifically focus on disadvantaged youth;
however, the majority of its participants are high school dropouts. The program
is part residential and provides basic education but only limited vocational
training (GOA Letter Report, 3/28/96, pp. 4-7).
Another example is seen in the Seaborne Conservation Corps which is a
residential program targeted at high school dropouts. It provides basic education,
life skills instruction, and vocational training in a military style environment.
However, the vocational training is geared toward the maritime industry. Both of
these programs provide pre-employment vocational training opposed to Job Corps
specific occupation training (GOA Letter Report, 3/28/96, pp. 4-7). Due to the
great differences in these programs, no relevant comparisons could be made to
Blue Ridge Job Corps residential and non-residential programs.
Job Corps Performance

Job Corps contractors are expected to meet certain levels of criteria in
order to continue to receive funding. These included quotas for the number of
male and female youths to be enrolled, the portion of students that are required to
stay in the program for more than 30 days (90% ), and the number of students to
be placed after termination from the program (70% ). This is no easy task when
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looking at the national statistics that state that 15% of enrollees leave within 30
days, 25% leave within 60 days, and on average a Job Corps student stays in the
program only seven months (GAO Letter Report, 10/21/97, p. 6). It is the
requirement of meeting these criteria that has led to the study of this problem and
the need for determination of whether residential or non-residential students will
be more successful in order to better market and obtain students who are more
likely to stay in the program and complete the program.

Enrollment, Recruitment, Retention, and Placement Research on Job Corps
Research was found on Job Corps recruitment, enrollment, and retention
efforts performed by the Government's General Accounting Office. The report
focused on what enrollment, recruitment, and retention efforts worked best in the
Job Corps program. The research was performed in 1995 and addressed several
of the quota topics mentioned above. In respect to retention it was found that
centers with the highest retention rates followed procedures aimed at identifying
applicants with the commitment and motivation to remain in and benefit from the
program. Age also had a strong relationship between student retention. With the
enrollment age between 16 and 24, there was a great difference in maturity level
and commitment of the students. Therefore, the study found that older Job Corps
participants had a greater chance of remaining in the program. Yet 16 to 17 year
olds still made up 40% of all students in Job Corps in 1995. These students were
also the least likely to be placed in positions. The centers that were more
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successful in placement in general were found to have staff on the center
responsible for student placement (GAO Letter Report, 10/21/97, p. 6). Blue
Ridge Job Corps is one of these centers that have a staff member dedicated to
student placement.
The most significant information found that related directly to the
problem of this study was in regards to the distance the students reside from the
center and likelihood that they would remain in the program. This information is
displayed in Table 1.
The information indicated that students who resided less than 50 miles
from the Center, who were non-residential students, that had no dependents, and
had served in the military were more likely to remain in the program. Other
elements that were not being addressed in this study were also important to
student retention, such as the level of education. Students that had at least 12
years of education were more likely to remain in the program. Yet they were also
less likely to qualify for the program.
Placement of individuals was also another factor in Job Corps performance. All
Job Corps Centers were required to assist all trainees with placement regardless
of how long they were in the program and regardless of the reason that they left
the program. In fact the Centers are required to place at least 70 percent of
trainees in full-time jobs and they are required to earn at least a minimum level of
pay. On top of these requirements, 42% of all placements were to be in
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occupations related to the training received. In the study performed by the
General Accounting Office in 1995, it was found that 83.9% of students were
placed (GAO Letter Report, 10/21/97, p. 38-39). This study did not detail
whether the trainees were placed in a closely related occupation or if their income
requirements were met.
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TABLE 1. Job Corps 60-Day Retention Analysis

Perantagg:

Per§!tntagg:

50
16,180
miles
50-149 miles
10,979
150-299 miles 10,556
300 miles or
more
10,301

78%
73%
72%

7,539
4,108
4,032

22%
27%
28%

72%

4,029

28%

Num er:

Pere

~9.l.
@ttlc~

homg,clJ:r.gc.
lwn:
Fewer than
2,500
2,500-9,999
10,000-49,000
50,000249,000
250,000
or
more

5,361
5.627
10 301
8,781

74%
72%
74%
74%

1,937
2,238
3 667
3,160

26%
28%
26%
26%

20,559

76%

6,481

24%

· Per
No
Yes

7 384
43,245

e:

80%
73%

11,814
20%
15,669
27%
(GAO Letter Report, 10/21/97, p. 6).
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Summary
Chapter II provided previous research performed on Job Corps residential
and non-residential performance as well as showed that there was not a
comparable program to Job Corps. The information found on Job Corps
admission requirements and statistics and on its performance showed a high likely
hood of success with non-residential students.
Chapter III will discuss a survey instrument that will determine whether
residential or non-residential students were more likely to complete Blue Ridge
Job Corps training program. The instrument design, methods of data collection,
and methods of data analysis will also be discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTERID
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to detennine whether residential or nonresidential students at Blue Ridge Job Corps were more likely to complete the Job
Corps program. The infonnation presented in this chapter identifies the methods
and procedures used to gather the data collected to address the problem of the
study and answer the research. Chapter III provides infonnation concerning the
population, instrument design, methods for data collection, methods of data
analysis and summary.

POPULATION
The population used in this study was Blue Ridge Job Corps students who
were tenninated (graduated, or left the program without graduating) from the
program during 1998 and 1999. The total population consisted of six hundred
and twenty-six students (626) who tenninated from the program in either 1998 or
1999. Of these students, six hundred and two (602) were females and twenty-four
(24) were males and seventy-one (71) were non-residential students.

INSTRUMENT USE
The data was collected using the Center's student database called Data5.
This database is used as a collection of all student records. It includes personal
infonnation, such as date of birth and social security number, as well as
completion dates and whether or not the student earned their high school diploma.
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METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION
Reports were compiled to include the following information for the years
ending 1998 and 1999:

>
>

>

Vocation and Wage Analysis (to show student placements)
Termination List (to list students who were graduates)
Student Information Roster (to provide residential or nonresidential status)

Information included in these reports includes personal information such
as date of birth and social security number as well center information such as date
of entry, termination date, and completion of high school diploma or vocation
education during enrollment.

STATISTICAL ANA YLSIS
The raw data from these reports were then tabulated to receive totals for
the two years. The data collected from the Data5 system were tabulated and
analyzed to determine the following:
1.

The total number of Residential and Non-Residential students.

2.

The number of non-residential and residential students completing
the program in 1998 and 1999.

3.

The number of completers that were non-residential and
residential.

4.

The number of Residential and Non-Residential students placed.

Once the required information was extracted from the Data5 system, it
was tabulated into the frequency of occurrences in the data to show correlation
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between program completion and non-residential or residential status.

SUMMARY
Chapter III outlined the methods and procedures used to collect the
essential data to answer the research goals and to solve the research problem.
The data required to answer the research goals were acquired from the Centers
Data5 systems. The data collected was used to develop a comparison of
completion rate and residential or non-residential status. The results from the
methods and procedures established in this chapter will be presented in Chapter

IV.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Chapter IV presents the information gathered in the data collection
segment of this research project. The problem addressed in this study was to
determine whether residential or non-residential students at Blue Ridge Job Corps
were more likely to complete the Job Corps program. Data were gathered using
the Center's Data5 system.
Several reports were printed to display the information required to answer
the research goals of this study. This raw data was then tabulated to receive totals
for two years (1998 and 1999). The data collected from the Data5 system were
tabulated to show correlation between program completion and non-residential or
residential status. The findings of this study were addressed by using the research
goals of the problem statement.
NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL STUDENTS
The first research goal was to determine the number of non-residential
and residential students that were enrolled in Blue Ridge Job Corps in 1998 and
1999. The findings are listed below in Table 2.
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TABLE2

This information shows that in 1998 there was 37 non-residential students
in the Blue Ridge Job Corps program, which accounted for 10% of the total
number of students enrolled that year, while 90% of the students (or 320 students)
accounted for the rest of the student body. In 1999, 13% or 34 students were nonresidential while 235 of 269 students lived on center.

RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL GRADUATE RATES
The second research goal was to determine the number of non-residential
and residential students that completed the Job Corp program in 1998 and 1999.
In order to be considered a completer of the program, the student must have
obtained their high school diploma, GED and/or their vocational training while
enrolled in the program. The findings to this research goal are illustrated in Table
3.

This data reveals that in 1998 46% of the non-residential students enrolled
completed the program compared to 44% of the residential students enrolled. In
1999 an increase to 59% of the non-residential completing the program was found
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while the residential students completion rates remained at 44%.
TABLEJ

Num~r·ot-tll.WJ,,t..iJD
. .•tW••tsThatCo•,...•·
.·.· . .. . ..._" . ·. . . •· ,,, ...
''. R.; i.t:tai,-:,.tt9B
.
. . ·. . .

PLACEMENT RESULTS FOR RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL
STUDENTS

The third research goal involved determining the number of nonresidential and residential students that were placed in their fields of study after
graduating from the program. The data were divided into the various forms of
placements for students, which include vocational related jobs, non-related jobs,
placement in school such as college, and non-placed students. Job Corps success
is highly rated by the student's placement rates and in particular their placement
rates in jobs related to the students vocational training. (See Table 4).
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Table 4

SUMMARY
The data collected were used to obtain responses to the research goals
established for this study. Data were gathered to determine the number of nonresidential and residential students enrolled in the Blue Ridge Job Corps program
in 1998 and 1999, to determine the number of program completers in 1998 and
1999, and to determine the number of non-residential and residential students
placed in their field of study upon completion of the program. In Chapter V, the
data gathered and analyzed will be used to provide a summary, draw conclusions,
and make recommendations for courses of action.
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CHAPTERV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The data collected were used to determine whether non-residential or
residential students were more likely to be successful in the Blue Ridge Job Corps
program. A summary will be presented to provide a description of the problem,
desired goals and methods and procedures used in the study. The data and
information collected will then be used to answer the research problem and the
accompanying research goals. Recommendations will be made based on the data
collected. These recommendations will identify a course of action to assist Blue
Ridge Job Corps Center in making decisions concerning student enrollment in
order for the Center and its students to be more successful.
SUMMARY
The problem of this study was to determine whether residential or nonresidential students at Blue Ridge Job Corps were more likely to complete the Job
Corps program. The research conducted as a part of this study included a review
of literature to determine how Job Corps program criteria have effected the
success of its applicants, Job Corps residential and non-residential programs, how
Job Corps compared to closely related programs, and analyzed the research that
as been performed on Job Corps past performances.
This research indicated that due to the great differences in how Job Corps
were operated as a state operated, primarily residential, vocational facility that no
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relevant comparisons to other programs could be made. It was also found that
due to the strict admissions requirements and eligibility criteria (for example, the
number of males and females that must be enrolled) that Centers had to be very
selective. The Job Corps past performance also found that students who attended
a center within at least 50 miles from their home accompanied with other factors
such as age were more likely to remain in the program.
The second phase of research was to determine what population would be
used to operate the study. It was decide to use students who left the Blue Ridge
Job Corps program during the years 1998 and 1999. The Center's student
database (Data5) was then used to generate reports on Vocation and Wage
Analysis, Program Termination Lists, and Student Information Roster. These
reports were then used to determine the total number of students enrolled during
the 1998 and 1999 program years, the number of non-residential and residential
students completing the program in 1998 and 1999, the total number of
Residential and Non-Residential program completers placed.
The final phase of research included tabulating the data in the form of
frequencies of occurrences and then relating these frequencies to percentages of
the total number of students. Based on the tabulation of this data, conclusions
and recommendations regarding Blue Ridge Job Corps student enrollment were
made in order for the Center and its students to be more successful.
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CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to detennine whether residential or nonresidential students at Blue Ridge Job Corps were more likely to complete the Job
Corps program. Conclusions were drawn using the study's research goals.
The first goal was to detennine the number of Non-Residential and
Residential students that were enrolled in Blue Ridge Job Corps in 1998 and
1999. It was found that in 1998 there were 37 non-residential students in the Blue
Ridge Job Corps program, which accounted for 10% of the total number of
students enrolled that year, while 90% of the students were residential students
(or 320 students) that made up the rest of the student body. In 1999, 13% (34) of
the students were non-residential while 235 of the 269 students enrolled lived on
center. During these two years it was found that the number of residential
students enrolled had declined from 1998 to 1999 while the number of nonresidential students remained about the same. The number of residential to nonresidential students was also a large difference in percentages. The total number
ofresidential students for 1998 and 1999 was 555 students compared to a total of
71 non-residential students for the same time period. This showed that the Center
had not been placing a vety large emphasis on recruiting local students.
The second research goal was to determine the number of non-residential
and residential students that completed the Job Corp program in 1998 and 1999.
This included students who received their high school diploma or GED and/or
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their vocational training while enrolled. Of the 357 students enrolled in 1998,
46% (or 17 students) of the non-residential students completed the program
compared to 44% (or 141 students) of the 320 residential students. In 1999 it was
found that 59% (or 20 students) of the non-residential and 44% (or 104 students)
of the residential students enrolled completed the program. These findings did
show a slight likelihood that non-residential students were more likely to
complete the program. With a total of 37 of the 71 non-residential students
enrolled in 1998 and 1999 completing the program compared to the 245 of the
555 residential students enrolled during these two years.
The final research goal was to determine the number of non-residential
and residential students that were placed after graduating from the program.
Placement was also calculated into several categories, which included: students
placed in jobs related to their vocational training, students placed in some form of
further education, students who were placed in jobs that were not related to their
vocational training, and those not placed.
The strongest determining factoring of the success of the student and the
program was more highly placed on students being placed in jobs that were
related to their vocation and students than were not placed. It was found that in
1998, 82% of the 37 non-residential students were placed in a related occupation
compared to 67% of the 320 residential students. In 1999, 55% of the 20 nonresidential students was placed compared to 46% of the 104 residential students
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that were placed in vocationally related positions. Therefore in during 1998 and
1999 25 (35%) of71 non-residential students enrolled were placed in related jobs
compared to 143 (26%) of the 555 residential students. In 1998 the larger
percentage of non-residential students that were placed may reflect the Center's
ability to have a direct affect in helping their students find positions. While in
1999 non-residential students placements were still higher they were only 9%
higher.
It is important to note that during 1998 and 1999 that the unemployment
rate nationwide had reached an extreme low compared to previous years, which
may have contributed to the placement rates of all Job Corps students.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the research conducted, the author recommends the following
actions. These recommendations are presented in three areas: recruitment,
training, and placement.

Recruitment: Since one of the main factors that the Center's performance is
judged on its placement rates of graduates, the researcher would recommend that
the Center begin to recruit local students as non-residential students. This is
recommended due to the findings regarding higher placement rates for nonresidential students (local students) versus those of the residential students who
are recruited from the surrounding states. Prior research done on the subject
matter of student placement also found that the centers with higher placement
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rates played an active role in finding jobs for their students. With the way the
Blue Ridge Job Corps Center is currently operated, this is a difficult task since the
largest majority of its students live in other states.
Training:

In order to attract more local students the Center should also look

into updating its offerings for students. With two community colleges that the
Center has recently began partnerships, it could draw upon there partnership to
increase its vocational offerings. Using these resources would not only increase
vocational offerings but also cut overhead costs. The Center could offer
vocational trainings in the form of certificates where the students would actually
be certified by utilizing the local community colleges. These colleges would also
benefit from increased student enrollment and revenues.
The Blue Ridge Job Corps Center should also utilize the local businesses
to a greater extent. Partnerships could also be formed with local manufacturers,
hospitals, nursing homes, retail stores, etc., to help the Center to pinpoint the
skills needed in the workplace. These partnerships would help both parties by
strengthening the Center's offerings while at the same time offering the local area
students who are trained to perform the jobs needed. These businesses could also
be utilized as school-to-work sites and internship type training for the students
providing them with hands-on real world experience to help to strengthen their
resumes.
Placement:

The Center currently has one part-time placement officer who
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works with the students to prepare them to begin their job search. It is
recommended to make this position full-time with another possible part-time
position. Currently this position handles paperwork to be sent to placement
officers in the student's home state. If more local students were recruited then
this position could be changed to build connections with local businesses to hire
graduates and to help the students obtain interviews versus merely handling
paperwork. A more proactive stance towards placements is recommend versus a
reactive one.
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